Sitting
Volleyball
Training
Materials
Giving trainers and teachers more
information about the sport Sitting
Volleyball.
John Bestebroer

Sitting Volleyball is one of the 4 sports of
Paravolley:
1. Sitting Volleyball
2. standing volleyball
3. Beach standing volleyball
4. Beach sitting volleyball
Take a look at the video:
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Chapter 01 The sport sitting
volleyball
Sitting volleyball is a Paralympic sport & Volleyball is an Olympic sport.
What else are the different between volleyball and sitting volleyball?

Difference between volleyball and sitting volleyball
SITTING VOLLEYBALL

VOLLEYBALL

1. The playing court is 6 meters X 10
meters
2. The attack line 2 meter
3. The net: 6.50 to 7.00 meters long, 80
centimeters (0.80 meter) wide
4. The height of the net:
women 1.05 meters men 1.15 meters
5. The positions of the players are
determined and controlled by the positions
of their buttocks.

1. The playing court is 9 meters X 18
meters
2. The attack line 3 meter
3. The net: 9.50 to 10.00 meters long, 1
meter wide
4. The height of the net
women 2.24 meters
men 2.43 meters
5. The positions of the players are
determined and controlled by the position
of their feet contacting the ground.
6. At the moment the server hits the ball or
takes off (for jump serve), his/her feet
must not touch the court (end line
included). After this hit, the server may
step or land outside the service zone or
inside the court.
7. It is a blocking fault to block the
opponent’s service.
8. --

This means that the hand(s) and/or leg(s) of the
players may lie in the attack zone (back-row player
during an attack hit), in the court (server during the
service hit), or in the free zone outside the court
(any player during the service hit).

6. At the moment the server hits the ball,
he/she must be in the service zone and
his/her buttocks must not touch the court
(end line included)
7. The front-row players are allowed to
block the service of the opponent.
8. The player must have contact with the
court with the part of the body from the
shoulders to the buttocks at all times when
playing the ball. To stand up, raise or take
steps is forbidden. A short loss of contact
with the court is permitted when playing
the ball, excluding the service, the block
and attack hit when the ball is completely
higher than the top of the net.

Sitting volleyball Rules
2017-2020 SITTING Volleyball Rules With Diagrams
PDF – 5.7 MB Download
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Chapter 02 Positions (Sitting &
Movements)
Sitting is not resting!
To play sitting volleyball you have to be very mobile.
In this chapter you will find more information about the positions.

Sitting
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Lifting
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Movements
Take a look at Video

Chapter 03 Sitting volleyball
actions
Sitting volleyball is, like volleyball and beach volleyball, a sport where you have to learn some
techniques to play the sport correctly.

Services
Body position: not too much backward

Body position: not too much forward

Power service
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Step by step service

Throwing the ball

Serving position

Ball focus

Body strength
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Digging
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Setting
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Attack

Block
3 players block

Kill-block
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Break-block

Chapter 04 Trainers Exercises
Warming up
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Exercises
Please click here for more information.

Follow up support
The aims of this course were to introduce sitting volleyball as a sport for persons with
physical impairment. There were practical examples to run skills, technique and
tactical practices. In addition, the competing rules were introduced to facilitate
matches and competitions.
Following this course, you may like to continue your interest and qualification in sitting
volleyball. Occasionally, people find more information through the useful links tab, be
more knowledgeable on the competition structure, as well as ideas for adapting
equipment.

Organize own competition
Small sided games are a brilliant way to get more children to play more games.
Because it is important for children with disabilities to improve their physical
competence, activities that are based on small sided games can improve resilience and
raise determination to play. The types of games vary based on the desired outcomes
of the lesson. These can include
· Cooperation Games – aim to work with each other
· Competitive games – aim to build ways to win
· Skill-based games – aim to develop particular games specific skills
For example type of competitions, the following examples can be found through using
the STEP (Space, Task, Equipment, People) principles for adapting activities.
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Example of cooperation games
2 v 2 continuity

Space: Half width of a sitting volleyball court
Task: Pairs play against another pair with the purpose of making the longest possible
rally within the rules of the sitting volleyball regulations (3 contacts, no buttocks lifting,
etc).
Equipment: A net at an appropriate height for the players, volleyballs, some markings
on the floor. Stop watch
People: A team of 4 is divided into 2 pairs, on both sides of the net. Assistants to
collect the unretrieved balls if needed.
The activity can be differentiated by seeing which team keeps the ball up the longest,
or the highest number of touches in a given time. The type of ball can change as well
as the net height.
Example of competitive games
Winners Ladder

Space: A large hall to allow as many pairs of teams to play against each other.
Task: At one end of the hall are winners, at the other end of the hall are teams have
not won. After a short amount of time, pairs with win go up the ladder and pairs that
do not win go in the opposite direction.
Equipment: As many balls as one between four. Assistants to retrieve and feed balls.
Large net that goes across the hall. Markings on the floor to define the limits of in and
out of course.
People: Everyone plays. If there are odd numbers, then it is necessary that the players
either play in a three (depending on the overall ability levels) or one acts as a
substitute after every side out.
Differentiation of the activity can include the type of shot played over the net as well
as the depth of the court depending on which levels. The amount of time could also be
changed depending on how many rounds of activity there are.
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Example of skill-based games
Pepper Challenge

Space: open space for players to move and play across the width of a court.
Task: In pairs, try to keep the ball going as long as possible with each using the
following three shots, dig, set and smash (or attack volley). Every time a ball is
attacked, that is one more counted to the tally.
Equipment: one ball for each pair.
People: as many people and balls as possible.
There are multiple pepper combinations. Pepper is a term used for rallying the ball to
each other using a specific sequences. The most basic one is the following; person 1
tosses the ball to person 2. Person 2 digs the ball to person 1. Person 1 then volleys
the ball to person 2. Person 2 then spike/hard volley down to person 1, who digs the
ball back to person 2. Person two then volleys the ball up to person 1. After that
smash, the count begins.

Links
Paravolley – https://www.worldparavolley.org
Paralympic school days - https://www.paralympic.org/the-ipc/paralympic-school-day
UNESCO – https://www.unescoittralee.com
IFAPA – https://ifapa.net
ASAPE – http://www.asape.net/
EUFAPA – https://eufapa.eu
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